Fund Raising Ideas Voiced

SJR is only one of four possibilities for financing state universities, according to a recent report of the Students for University Improvement group yesterday.

"If you look at the report," said one of the group members, "you'll see that our proposition is not the only one to have been considered."

The other three possibilities are: to raise money from local levies; to increase the state's per capita tax revenue; and to increase the state's corporate income tax.

We do not believe this is an issue that can be solved by any one group alone, according to the Students for University Improvement group.

TWO GROUPS WIN DEBATES

Six students from the University of Idaho, four from the University of Washington, and two from the University of Oregon took first place in the legislature debate tournament.

The debate, which is held every year, is a competition between the three universities to determine which has the best debate team.

The winning team from each university is then invited to participate in a national debate tournament.

The debate was held on the campus of the University of Idaho and was sponsored by the Idaho Debate Association.

Chavez Designs Unique Set For "Diary Of Anne Frank: Multi-level Uses"-

By KPJ JOHNSON

"The Diary of Anne Frank" is currently being performed at the University of Idaho's Ada Louise Huxtable Theatre.

The set, designed by Joanne B. Schloemer, is a innovative and unique design that allows for multiple uses.

The set is a large, open space with a central staircase leading up to a second floor. The space is divided into three sections: a living room, a bedroom, and a kitchen.

The living room has a large bookcase with shelves filled with books, while the bedroom features a bed and a desk.

The kitchen is equipped with a sink, stove, and refrigerator.

The set is designed to be modular, allowing for different configurations to be used depending on the needs of the performance.

Multi-level

The set is a three-level structure, with the main level being the ground floor, the middle level being the second floor, and the third level being a loft area.

The set is designed to be flexible, allowing for different productions to be staged on the same set.

The set is constructed of wood and metal, with the wood panels painted in a variety of colors.

The set is designed to be durable, with the wood panels covered in a heavy-duty finish.

The set is designed to be easy to move, with the use of casters on the main level and the ability to lift the middle and third levels.

The set is designed to be cost-effective, with the use of standard materials and construction techniques.

The set is designed to be visually appealing, with the use of color and lighting to create a dramatic effect.

The set is designed to be functional, with the use of storage space and the ability to accommodate different-sized casts.

The set is designed to be easy to maintain, with the use of standard construction techniques and the ability to repair any damage easily.

The set is designed to be easy to store, with the use of adjustable height stands and the ability to fold the set for easy transport.

The set is designed to be adaptable, with the use of modular sections that can be added or removed as needed.
Dear Jasen,

As you know, the University of Idaho is just a few miles from the Patrick Air Force Base. The Idaho National Laboratory, the nation's largest source of research on nuclear technology, is just a few miles away. So one may wonder if it has any connection to the University.

In a way, it does. The University of Idaho is involved in a project that has captured the attention of the military. I refer to the Idaho National Laboratory's efforts to develop a new type of reactor that could be used in a variety of applications, from powering submarines to providing electricity for remote locations.

It's not just a matter of science and technology. The Idaho National Laboratory is also an important economic driver for the region. The laboratory employs hundreds of people and supports many local businesses.

In short, the University of Idaho is not just about education. It's about innovation, technology, and economic development. If you're interested in learning more, I recommend visiting the Idaho National Laboratory's website or attending one of their open houses.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

P.S. For more information on the University of Idaho, visit www.uidaho.edu.
SPECIAL PAGE: PUSH BONDED INDEBTEDNESS

DEAN JANSSEN ENDORSES BL

You have to invest in something to return. Dean Allen E. Janssen of the College of Engineering and Mining, discussing the controversial proposal to bond Idaho State University.

"Who said that it was going to be a get-you-rich-quick program?" Dean Janssen asked. "It's about using the resources we have to improve the university system through better financial aid and student services." Janssen said that the bond would provide a financial boost to the university, allowing for better facilities and scholarships.

"We need to invest in infrastructure, not just brick and mortar," he said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

HAIRED LEGS TO WIN CONTEST

"Keep the hair, keep the beard, keep it shining," Janssen said. "I've been told that the beard is what makes a man, not his hair."

"But if you do decide to go bare," he continued, "at least do it with a little style."

Janssen went on to explain that the campus community needed to support one another, not just in academics but also in appearance.

"If you're going to have a beard," he said, "make sure it's well-groomed." Janssen ended his speech with a reminder to always be proud of themselves and to support one another.

Bill Passage Would Bring Improvements

"The passage of the bond would bring improvements to the university," Janssen said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

Science Department Needs New Facilities

"We need new facilities for the science department," Janssen said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

Power To Be On Friday

"We need to invest in technology," Janssen said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

Calf Needs $18,190

"We need to invest in agriculture," Janssen said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

Cosmo Club To Show Film

"We need to invest in extracurricular activities," Janssen said. "This is an investment in the future of our students and the state." Janssen endorsed the bond, saying it was a necessary step towards improving the university and its programs.

SAD SHARE - Illustrating the lack of adequate facilities and room, this typical science building classroom vividly illustrates the need for better facilities. (Jefferson Photos)
The Lewiston Tribune States The Case

However they may disagree in content, Idaho voters should agree on the ball on November 3 to expand the state’s borrowing capacity and long overdue construc

This will be called upon to pass judgment on four constitutional amendments in the Idaho general election. The most important of these is the State Bond Retirement Act, No. 4, approved by a two-thirds majority vote of the Idaho legislature for submission to the voters for final approval. This amendment is not a positive action of the Legislature. It is not a revenue measure. It is a constitutional amendment. It is the work of Idaho citizens, initiated in various communities. It is the work of the Legislature. It is the work of Idaho voters. It is a constitutional amendment supported by a two-thirds majority vote of the Idaho legislature. It was introduced as a constitutional amendment in 1940.

The Idaho Constitution authorizes the Legislature to go into bonded indebtedness up to 1% per cent of the state’s assessed valuation. In 1977, that allowed the state to issue only $247,500,000 of bonds, but the principle of raising the total amount by reducing the state’s capacity to repay the debt.

In 1972, however, the state adopted a constitutional amendment, a $150 million bond sale. That may have allowed a limit on the state’s ability to borrow money, but it was not a constitutional amendment. In 1982, however, with a $550 million increase, the borrowing limit obviously is obsolete.

The proposed amendment, Ballot Initiated Petition No. 6, provides that the city council should be able to issue more than 3 per cent of the city’s assessed valuation. That would be a constitutional amendment.

Opposition has arisen to the amendment, of course, on the basis that the state’s constitution forbids bond debt and especially a 3 per cent bond debt. That is an inherent feature of any constitution. Very few, if any, constitutions would support bond debt of any kind. Idaho, however, has a 3 per cent bond debt limit, which is too high.

If the state’s constitution forbids bond debt, the amendment would definitely be a constitutional amendment.

While the facts have been somewhat obscured by campaign advertising, the real question is whether bond legislation should be placed in the hands of the bond voters. Clearly, the amendment was presented as a constitutional amendment.

Visitors May Take Tours

Group tours of the town will function on the same basis as the tours conducted by the city of Lewistion.

The group tour organized this Thursday is a tour service offered by the city of Lewiston, which provides a ticket that is available for $5. More details can be found at the Lewiston Visitor Center or by calling 523-3554. The eight-hour tour departs from the visitor center at 8 a.m. and includes stops at major attractions such as the Lewiston-Clarkson Bridge, the Snake River, and the Old Mill. The tour continues to explore Lewiston’s rich history and culture, including visits to cultural attractions such as the Lewiston Civic Theatre and the historic Old Mill. The tour concludes at the visitor center at 4 p.m., allowing time for additional exploration or relaxation.

The Idaho Argonaut

Official publication of the Idaho Argonaut in the city of Boise in the State of Idaho. The Idaho Argonaut was established in 1905 and continues to publish today. The Idaho Argonaut is known for its unique and engaging content, often featuring historical photos and stories of the state's rich past. The newspaper covers a wide range of topics, from local news and events to in-depth articles on state and national politics, culture, and society.

Be persuasive!

If you feel passionate about something specific and you don’t want to stop until you’ve changed someone’s mind, you’ll need to know the right words to use. Here are some tips for making your writing more persuasive:

1. Use strong, active verbs to make your writing clear and direct. For example, say “I believe” instead of “it is believed” to express your personal opinion.

2. Use evidence and statistics to support your claims. Citing credible sources can help strengthen your argument.

3. Appeal to the reader’s emotions. Using emotional language can help connect with your audience and create a sense of urgency.

4. Use a persuasive structure, such as the金字塔 (pyramid) structure, which emphasizes the strongest points first.

5. Use transitional words and phrases to help guide the reader through your argument.

By following these tips, you can make your writing more persuasive and effective.
SAE - Gault Hall Clash For IM Gridiron Title

Harriers Meet WSU, Zags In Last Home Race Today

The Idaho cross-country team will clash with the WSU Cougars and Utah State Aggies at Foothills on Saturday. The Harriers expect the race to be a tight one, and both teams will be looking to improve their standing in the conference.

Both future foes beat opposition

Two of the Harriers’ future foes are anticipated to be a challenge. The team has been working hard to prepare for these upcoming games.

Scripps - Champs

The SAE - Gault Hall cricket team is gearing up for their championship game. They hope to bring home the title with a strong performance.

Winters-Sealy Meet Tennis Finals;
Swimmers Will Start Monday Afternoon

The Harriers have qualified for the tennis finals. The team will be hoping to bring home the title with a strong performance.

Both future foes beat opposition

Two of the Harriers’ future foes are anticipated to be a challenge. The team has been working hard to prepare for these upcoming games.

Both future foes beat opposition

Two of the Harriers’ future foes are anticipated to be a challenge. The team has been working hard to prepare for these upcoming games.

Both future foes beat opposition

Two of the Harriers’ future foes are anticipated to be a challenge. The team has been working hard to prepare for these upcoming games.

Both future foes beat opposition

Two of the Harriers’ future foes are anticipated to be a challenge. The team has been working hard to prepare for these upcoming games.
Fiery Vandals Hot For COP; Look For Second In A Row

Gary Randall's
Sidelines

Long Vandal Dry Spell Ends
Idaho Win Was A Team Effort

Honolua, Hawaii, October 29 — It's been a long dry spell, but it ended here for the Vandals. The frustration, ended.

Howard Green, coach and Idaho Vandals, helped Lute
Stlocker, a top defensive end, and ok it on the side. Mike
Harvey, an able interior blocker, had a big game in the
mix. But most of all, the Vandals poured water on the
fire with a strong showing in the second half.

Bill Viall and Roy Carmony, so pretty a pastime may have been, joined in to see the Vandals as they hung
the Vaqueros — the Vandals sealed their victory.

It was truly a team effort. Every Vandal on the field
made it that much more difficult, and the same Vandals
made it well known that they figured on five more.

COP had better be tough. Make it so.

There was some team speculation as to whether Idaho
stands there are, and how much the Vandals will
play at Sunday on 3 p.m. Idaho's, they'll better

Vandal Enthusiasm Strong
In Current B.B. Practices

The Vandal's cup of joy is still being poured. Impending B.B. practices is due to get underway soon at 3:30 p.m. We're all
at watching the new Vandal's team, and we're looking for
the up

Coach Carmony says: "The new

Frosh Fin Team Starts
Nov. 7

Pia Coach Clark Mitchell will now resume football duties.

Frosh Fin Team, which will be

Frosh Fin Team consists of the

Mixed Bowling League
Lebanon School
Salome West, Berri

Paging: 225 998-3144

For more information, call

Howard Wood Motors
Lebanon, Idaho
1117 Main

For service that's fast and
For more information, call

Auburn

Crazy Horse

The Washington Water Power Co.
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